Career Path of a Design Engineer and Gaoyang Cruise Terminal, Shenghai - The Challenge for a Young Design Engineer

Start of the Event: 22.10.2019, Tuesday - 00:00
End of the Event: 22.10.2019, Tuesday - 17:30
Event Category: Seminar
Event Place: CCC Amfi 2
Organizer Name: Civil and Construction Society
Speaker of an Event: By Sr. Structural Engineer Bora Kutruza
Event Details: The second seminar of "Fisrt Civil Engineering Week Seminar Series" organized by the Civil and Construction Society, on “Career Path of a Design Engineer and Gaoyang Cruise Terminal, Shenghai - The Challenge for a Young Design Engineer" will be given by Sr. Structural Engineer Bora Kutruza on 22 October 2019 Tuesday, at 5.40pm in the CCC Amfi 2.
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